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does not give the converse of the G$minimal thexem, it does at least provide some 
evidence for the converse. 
Since it is the case that if all nonrecursive sets are not G$minimal, then P# 
it is important o understand which nonrecursive sets can 
Section d we will consider such nonrecursive sets in order r understand what 
the structure of such sets must be and to understand which nonrecumive sets cannot 
be s :-minimal. We show that bi-almost-P-immune s ts anot be c%-minimal. 
From the proof of this result we wilI be able to concitudc that a!-minimal sets, if 
they exist, must have easy (pokynomial-time) segments hat are not bounded in size 
by any recursive function. We also show that r.e. sets that are almost-P-immune 
cannot be s:-minimal. Finally, we prove that P-inseparable r.e. sets cannot be 
<!&minimal, from which we conclude that among the r-e. sets that are not recursive, 
the creative sets cannot be ~&minimal. 
In addition to the sections of the paper described above, there is one additional 
section, Section 2, that introduces ome notation and definitions. This is a short 
section since we have included many definitions, as they are needed, in other sections. 
All sets are assumed to be over the alphabet C = (0, I}, with a tab” set being any 
subset of { 1)‘. For x E X*, 1x1 denotes the length of X, while A denotes the string of 
length 0. RJ denotes the natural numbers. We use Turing machines (TM) and oracle 
Turing machines @TM) with the usual definition of running time. The language 
accepted by TM M is denoted L(AU) and the language accepted by CTTM M with 
oracle set A is denoted L( icz; A). We let Pi, for i 2 1, be an effective numeration 
of P. We also use TM transducers as a model for computing functions. A trans@cer 
T computes an output value y on an input string x if T halts in an accepting state 
with y being the final contents of the output tape. If T is computing a partial 
function f with string x not in the domain of J’; T can indicate so by halting in a 
nonaccept state on input string x. In this way, a transducer can compute a partial 
function and still halt, in polynomial time for example, on all input strings. 
An infinite set A is P-immune if, for all infinite sets B E P, B n x # 0. An infinite, 
co-infinite set A is bi-P=immune if both A and 2 are P-immune. Set A is almost-P- 
if there are disjoint sets 3 and C such that B E P, C is P-immune, and 
L-J C A is bi-almost-P-immune if both A and A are almost-P-immune. Note 
mune sets are almost-P-immune, but that &IkQSi-~-immune se& are not 
necessarily P-immune. Disjoint sets A and B are P-inseparable if there does not 
exist a set CEPsuch that AcC and BnC=& 
A function f: C* + C* is polynomially honest if there is a polynomial p such that, 
r all x in the domain off, 1x1 sp(lf(x)l). f is a one-way function if f is one-one, 
polynomially honest, computable in polynomial time, and f-’ is not computable ir, 
lynomial time. A function t : N+ N is time-constructible if there exists a TM 1M 
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are sets B E NP- P that are not NP-complete. Iadner’s result left open the possibility 
that a nonrecursive set may be SF-minimal. Homer [3] later proved that this cannot 
happen by showing that, for any nonrecursive set & the set tally(B), consisting of 
the strings of B written in unary or tally notation, is not in P and has ST-degree 
strictly less than that of B. Homer then considered honest polynomial-time Turing 
reducibility, denoted c:. The difference between G! and 6: i that 6; reductions 
are not allowed to query the oracle about strings that are shorter than the input 
string by more than a fixed, but arbitrary, polynomial amount. With respect o 
recursive sets, Ladner’s proof goes through so that no recursive set is Sk-minimal. 
However, in the surprising result stated earlier, Homer showed that if no nonrecursive 
set is SF-minimal, then Pit NP. (In the introduction, we will refer to this as the 
s:-minimal theorem.) Hence, for the combination of nonrecursive sets and 
<+-reducibility, establishing the analog of Ladner’s theorem would prove that 
P# NP. This suggests that certain aspects of the degree structure of nonrecursive 
sets under polynomial-time reducibilities can have implications, for the P = ? NP 
question that are not present in the consideration ofthe degree structure of recur&e 
sets under polynomial-time r ducibilities. 
Homer’s proof of the <$-minimal theorem is a nontrivial polynomial-time v rsion 
of Spector’s tree construction for the existence of ~T-minimal sets. Although the 
proof is quite interesting technically, it is complicated and involved, and uses the 
P= NP assumption several times for what are often different purposes. This makes 
it diflicult o develop a good intuitive understanding of the structure of s!&minimal 
sets, as constructed in the proof, and of exactly why the assumption P= NP is 
necessary for the tree construction to work. In Section 3 we wil1 present arelatively 
simple and easy to understand proof of the &minimal theorem. The proof 
preserves the combinatorial essence of the tree construction, but eliminates the bulky 
formal framework of the construction. In addition, we will be able to show, as a 
corollary to our proof, the existence of a SF-minimal set for all MM’ sets without 
assuming that P= NP. . 
The s :-minimal theorem raises several interesting questions and possibilities= 
One interesting question is whether the converse istrue; that is, whether the existence 
of <$minimal sets is equivalent to P= NP. To prove the converse it is necessary 
to show that if P# NP, then <&minimal sets do not exist. In 143, Homer presents 
a sulqcrcient condition for the nonexistence of c F-minimal s&s. The condition requires 
that every nonrecursive set can be associated with a particular type of polynomial- 
time computable function that cannot be inverted in polynomial time. Such functions 
are related to the idea of one-way functions. In Section 4, we will present a 
modification of this condition, by introducing the idea of a one-way maw-one 
function, and investigate whether this new condition is a consequence of P# NP. 
The new condition requires that every nonrecursive set can be associated with a 
one-way many-one function. While we do not know if P # NP is s cient ts establish 
this conclusion, we do show that if P# N , then there are nonrecJrsive sets of 
arbitrary Turing degree for which one-way many-one functions exist. Although this 
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such that, for ail x E Z*, M runs for exactly Z( 1x1) steps on input X. It is well known 
that, for any total recursive function f: N + N, there is a time constructible function 
t such that, for all J, t(n) > f( n) (see [9] for details). 
et A is Turing reduc to set B in polynomial time, de if there 
exists a polynomial tim unded TM M such that A = L( B). A is nondeter- 
mini&ally Turing reducible to B in polynomial time, A arP B, if there exists a 
nondeterministic polynomial time-bounded TM M such that A = L( M, B). 
For a function p : f+b N, QTM M is p-honest if, for all oracle sets and for all 
input strings X, if M queries the oracle about a string y, on input X, then 1x1 s ~(1~1). 
M is polynomial~y ho est if there is a polynomial p such that M is p-honest. 
Throughout the paper we let 1%&, for I l a 1, hc an edfective enumeration of OTMs 
such that machine Mi is pi time-bounded and aiso p&nest where pi(n) = n’ -i- i for 
all n EN. 
Set A is honest Turing reducible to set B in polynomial time, denoted A 6: B, if 
there exist a polynomial time-bounded and polynomially honest OTM M such that 
A=L(M,B).A=:BdenotesthatA<h -T Band B SkA.A cp BdenotesthatAsk B 
and B Pb A. Set B is Sk-minimal if B e P and if, for all sets A, whenever A =G k B, 
then either A E P or B G: A (implying that B =: A). If B is sb-minimal, then there 
are no sets A e P such that A < : B. Set B is tally-s F-minimal if B @ P and if, for 
all taZIy sets A, whenever A s! B, then either A E P or B SF A (implying that 
B zt A). If B is s!&minimal, then B is tally-s F-minimal, but if B is tally- 
s t-minimal, then it is not necessarily the case that B is <~minimal. 
In this section we will present a relatively simple proof of the 6 F-minimal theorem 
that was first proved in Homer [3]. In so doing, we isolate to a specific instance the 
need to assume that P = NP in order to argue that SF-minimal sets exist. As a 
corollary to our proof, we can remove this assumption altogether when considering 
tally-s :-minimal sets only. 
If P- NP, then there exists a tally set A that is Sk-minimal. 
Define inductively the function g : N+ N such that g(0) = 2 and for j E N, 
) = 2gu’. For all j E N, let Sj = Igo’) and let S = {sj lj E fW}. S is the set of tally 
strings whose lengths are the range of g and SE P. Let f be a partial function from 
e say that a tally set is compatible with f if A C_ S and if f is a subset 
of the characteristic fun is defined and f(x) = 1, 
hen we are considering 
ction f, we will not mention strings in {I}” - S 
since, by definition, { 1)” - S E ,&) 
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Given the idea of a tally set being compatible with a function f, we can llow 
describe the basic idea of the proof, which is a stage construction with one stage 
for each of the &oracle machines ,.... Stage i of the construction, 
while considering machine Mi, const al function A : S + (0, 1) such that 
.&+ ch; that is, function & extends function J_, . The tally sets that are compatible 
with _& are exactly the tally sets that are still candidates for the <k-minimal set 
Every tally set B compatible with J satisfies the property 
(i) B#P, 
and one of the properties 
(ii) L( Mi, B) E P or 
(iii) B S! L(Mi, B). 
Ensuring properties (ii) or (iii) will be done as follows. If there is an extension J
of _&-i such that, relative to all tally sets compatible with J, Mi accepts the same 
language, then such an extension is selected for& In this case, L( B) will be in 
P for every tally set B compatible with A. On the other hand, if the language that 
Mi accepts varies with the tally oracle sets compatible with A for all choices of 
extensions J;: of A_, , then an extension J of A_, will be selected such that 
B s F L( Mi, B) for every tally set B compatible with A. The construction concludes 
by taking A to be the unique tally set that is compatible with each of fi ,fi ,f3, . . . . 
Property (i) guarantees that A e P, while properties (ii) and (iii) guarantee that if 
C is any set such that C s: A, then either C E P or A s i C. This follows from the 
observation that if C s: A, then C = L( Mi, A) for some Mi SO that either C E P, 
by (ii), or A C: C, by (iii). 
More precisely, the functions A will be constructed so that the following properties 
are true. 
(1) [P = NP] * Vi 2 0 [A computable in polynomial time]. 
(2) Via 1 [A-, EjJ ( comment: A-, will actually be a proper subset of A). 
(3) ViaOVksO3jak [J(sj) is undefined] (comment: each 5 is undefined 
infinitely often on S). 
(4) [P = NP] + Vi 3 1 Vtally sets A [A compatible with A * [(A Z &) and 
(L( Mi, A) E P or A si L( Mi, A))]]. 
(51 Vj 2 0 3 2 0 [A( si) is defined] (comment: each string in S eventually enters 
the domain of some A). 
Then, we take A to be the tally set contained in S such that, for all j 2 0, 
Sj E A@J(sj) = 1 where i is such that j&) is defined. By properties (2) and (5), 
is well defined and is compatible w;+l- .& a Jt for all i 3 0. By property (4), it follows 
that A is a s&minimal set. 
Before presenting the construction, we present some additional notation. 
that Mi is pi-honest and runs in time pi where pi(n) = n’ + i for all n. 
Via 1 3k,Vj* ko [IS;-!! cpY’(p;*(lSjl)) <p~(~~(lsJl)) c lsj+*ll 
and if is running on an input string W with IWI E [pf'(lSjl), pi!lSjl)l for SOme 
j 3 kO, then the only string in S that Mi can possibly query is Sj= (we will refer to 
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this as property ( # ). j Similarly, for j 2 b, the only input strin 
could possibly query Sj are those strings with 1~1 E [pf’(lSjl), pi 
that when we are considering machine function A, tally oracle sets A that are 
compatible with A, and input w such t I WI E E PL’(lsjl), Pi(lsjl)l for SOme j 3 ko, 
then we need only know if Sj E A in order to know the answers to all queries that 
Mj might make. Hence, we introduce the special notatio Sj) to denote the 
output of Mi on input w when sj is in the oracle set and the notation Mi( w, 0) to 
denote the output of Mi on input w when sj is not in the oracle set. 
To begin the construction, let& be the totally undefined function. We now present 
A such that A is compatible 
with A, A # Pi and, for all j s k, J(sj) is defined. 
Part II (Comment: Ensure that, for all tally sets A compatible with A, either 
L( Mi, A) E P (this is Case 1 below) or A s$ L( Mi, A) (this is Case 2 below). 
Using the same k from Part I, we have two cases to complete the definition off;-. 
Case I: 3j0Z4Vj~j0 
[.Lh$ undefined * VW: 1~1 E [ pf’(lsjl), pi(ls~l)](~i(w, sj)= M(w, S))l= 
In this case, complete the definition of J as follows. Select the smallest j0 satisfying 
the condition of Case 1. For j such that k < js jO, if f;--l(sj) is defined, then let 
_&(Sj)=J;--I( else let J(Sj)=O. For j> jO, if ,f;.-l(Sj) is defined, then let &(Sj) = 
A-1( Sj); else let A( sj) be undefined. Note that f;- is identical to &1 on all sj such that 
j>j+ 
Case 2: Vj+ k 3j 3 j, [A-l(Sj) undefined and 3~: I WI E [ p;‘(lSjl), pi(lSjl)] and 
(w, S))]. In this case, complete the definition of fi: as follows. For 
j> S if .&-l(sj) is defined, then let J(Sj) =J-l(sj). For j> k, if A-,(sj) is undefined, 
then if3w: 1~1 E[ ~~‘(lsj]), pi(]sjl)] and (Mi( W, Sj) # -Mi( w, fl)), let A( sj) be undefined; 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need only argue that properties (l)-(5) 
are true. The proofs of (2) and (5) are obvious by inspection of Stage i. We consider 
the other properties in more detail. 
ssume that P = N y induction, assume that 
) can be computed using 
us, in Case 1, A is easily 
seen to be corn ed in Case 2, then J(Sj) can 
nite table when j G k, and by using the definition in Case 2 
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when j > k. However, assuming that P = NP, the definition in Case 2 can be computed 
polynomial time so that J is computable in polynomial time in Case 2 as well. 
Proof 
of If is defined in Case 1, then L( , A) E p for all tally seti 
are compatible with J. To see this, suppose that Mi on input string w usin 
oracle set A queries Sj* If X(sj) is defined, then the answer to the query is “yes”@ 
J(sj) = 1 since A is compatible with& IfA is undefined, then, by the construction 
in Stage & s: is ?he o-l-- r l~ string in S that Mi can query on input w and Mi( W, Sj) = 
Mi( w, 0) so that the query can safely be answered “yes”. Thus, the oracle set A can 
be replaced by a deterministic polynomial-time procedure without affecting the 
language accepted, implying that L( Mi, A) E P. 
IfA is defined in Case 2, then, for all tally sets A compatible withA, A s k L( 
To see this, consider an arbitrary Sj and ask whether Sj E A. If J(Sj) is defined, then 
Sj E AeJ(sj) = 1 since A is compatible with A. If f;-(Sj) is unde 
inspection of Case 2, 3~: 1~1 E [pi’(lSjl), pi(lSj()] and Mi(W, Sj) f 
the assumption P= NP and standard proof techniques, it is possible to find such a 
string w deterministically in polynomial time. Then, Sj E A @ (Mi( W, Sj) accepts 
c w E L( Mi, A)) and this condition can be tested in polynomial time using L( Mi, A) 
as an oracle. Hence, A st L(Mi, A). Cl 
Corollary 3.2. There exists a tally set that is a tally-<:-minimal set. 
Proof. The only changes that are necessary in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are in the 
conditions defining Cases 1 and 2 and in the definition of J in Case 2. In the 
definition of Case 1, change VW: 1~1..  to Vw~{l}*: 1~1.. . . In the definition of 
Case 2 and in the definition off; in Case 2, change 3 w: I WI . . . to 3 w E { 1)“: I WI . . . . 
This new predicate can be evaluated in polynomial time without assuming that 
P = NP and the conclusion follows. Cl 
4. Towards a converse 
In this section we consider the converse of The 
there are no <k-minimal sets. We take as our starting point a result fro 
[4] giving a sufficient condition for the nonexistent 
idea is that the inverse image of a nonrecursive set 
should have $-- egree strictly between 
computing f, intuitively A &f-‘(A) since computing f -' is ha 
since, when A is a subset of the range off, A is reducible to f -‘(A) by an exhaustive 
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search strategy. This idea is made precise in the following definitio 
corollary from [4]. The proofs of the theorem and corollary are strai 
d 
Let A be a set. Function f is A-one-way if 
(a) f is computable in polynomial time and is polynomially honest, 
(b) f is surjective, and 
(c) A 6:f -‘(A). 
core .2. If for a nonrecursive set A there exists an A-one-way function, then A 
is not a +-minimal set. 
CO 3. rf; for every nonrecursive set A there exists an A-one-way function, then 
&minimal sets do nof exist. 
The hypothesis of Corollary 4.3 is very strong and, in fact, implies that P ?c NP 
by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 4.3. Even so, the hypothesis does give a sufficient 
condition for the nonexistence of <$-minimal sets and since we are considering 
the converse of Theorem 3.1, we now consider the subsequert question of whether 
P # NP implies that for every nonrecursive set A there exists an A-one-way 
function J: 
The cianclusion of this last question requires the strong condition that every 
nonrecursive set A has an A-one-way function, say $ Note that if f is an A-one-way 
function and is also one-one, then f is actually a one-way fun&or_ since if f -’ were 
computable in polynomial time, then A s: f -*(A) by f -*. Similarly, if f is an 
-one-way function and many-one, then no total function contained in f -’ (which 
is a relation) could be computable in polynomial time. (We will call such functions 
one-way many-one functions. The formal definition is given later.) Thus, if P # NP 
implies that A-one-way functions exist for every nonrecursive set A, then it is first 
necessary that P# NP imply the existence of one-way many-one functions. After 
defining one-way many-one functions we will show, in Proposition 4.4, that this is 
the case. 
Let f: C* + C* be a many-one function. Since f is many-one, f -’ will generally 
be a relation that is not a function. We say that a function g is a single-valued 
restriction off -’ if: for all - : Z*, if x is not in the range ofJ then g(x) is undefined 
and if’ x is in the range c . ji then g(x) = y for some string y such that f(y) = x. In 
other words, g is a function that is a subset off? We say that function f is hard 
to invert if f is computable in polynomial time, is polynomially honest, and if no 
single-valued restriction off -' is computable in deterministic polynomial time. Note 
is just a generalization of one-way functions 
is a one-way many-one function. 
g computations [1,2,5]. The next propo- 
sition is a straighforward generalization of this result. 
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One-way many-one fu ctions exist if and only if 
roof. First assume that P+ NP. Let be a nondeterministic polynomial-time T 
and define, for M, the set 
cmpms( )={yl y is a string encoding of some 
accepting computation of 
For each input string x for M, define the set 
cmptns( M,x)={Y~ y E cmptns( M) and y encodes an 
accepting computation of on input 
We assume here that y is a natural encoding such as the concatenation of successive 
configurations in an accepting computation. Next, define the function inp, : C* + C 
such that, for all y E Z*, inpJy) = x if y E cmptns( M, x) for some string x, and 
inp,( y) is undefined otherwise. inp M maps accepting computations to the input 
string for the accepting computation. We assume that if y E cmptns( M, x), then, for 
all z # x, y e cmptns( M, z). This ensures that inp, is well defined. For any reasonable 
encoding of camp, iations, inp, is computable in deterministic polynomial time 
and is polynomially honest, and deciding if y E cmptns( M, x) is decidable in deter- 
ministic polynomial time for arbitrary x and y. It is obvous that, for all sets A E NP - P 
and for all nondeterministic polynomial-time TMs M such that A = L(M), inp, is 
hard to invert and is a one-way many-one function. 
Now assume that P = NP and let f be a polynomial-time computable and poly- 
nomially-ho nest function. The set regraph(f-‘)={(x,r)I3y (f(y)=x and z is a 
prefix of y)} is in NP and, under our assumption, in P. Using standard techniques, 
the set pregraph( f -‘) can be used to compute a single-valued restriction off -I in 
polynomial time so that f is not a one-way many-one function. El 
Having the notion of one-way many-one functions whose existence is equivalent 
to P# NP, we now modify the definition of a set A having an A-one-way function 
to a more convenient form. 
S. SetAissF -one-way with respect o a function f if 
(a) f is computable in polynomial time and is polynomially honest, 
(b) A 4: f-'(A), and 
(c) f-‘(A) g P. 
Ai& -one-way if there exists a function f such that is SF-one-way with respect 
to f: 
Note that, in this definition, if en f is a one-way 
The next proposition and corollary are the analogs of Theore 4.2 and Corollary 
4.3 respectively. Their proofs are obvious. 
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Co~lla~ 4.7. If every nonrecursive set is +-one-way, then +ninimal sets not 
exist. 
The conclusion here is very strong since it requires e0ev nonrecursive se 
<k-one-way. We do not know if such a conclusion follows from P # NP; h 
in our next theorem, we do show that P# NP implies the existence of nonrecursive 
G:-one-way sets of arbitrary Turing degree. Even though this is much weaker 
showing every nonrecursive set to be SF-one-way when assuming P # NP, it 
provide some evidence for the converse of Theorem 3.1. 
eorem 4.8. If P f NP, then there are nonrecursive <+-one-way sets of arbitrary 
Turing degree. 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 4.4, recall the function inpM that maps 
accepting computations of TM 1M to the corresponding input string for the computa- 
tion. What we will show is that, for every set C E NP- P, for every nondeterministic 
polynomial-time T 1M such that C = L(M), and for every set B, there exists a set 
A such that 
(a) inpz(A) C: A, and 
(b) B=,A. 
Furthermore, if B is nonrecursive, then inpG(A) ti P and A is c$one-way with 
respect o inp,. (Comment: Since set B can have arbitrary Turing degree, so can 
the set A. s i denotes general one-one reducibility; that is, A s 1 B if there is a 
one-one total recursive function f such that, for all X, x E Ae f (x) E B.) 
be an arbitrary set over 2, let C E NP - P, and let M be a nondeterministic 
polynomial-time T such that C = L(M). By Proposition 4.4, inp, is hard to invert. 
We now use a stage construction to show the existence of a set A satisfying the 
statement of the &eorem. 
Let ~OJlJ2, = be the lexicographic enumeration of C*. For each i 2 1, we 
define the requireqlent Rj to be that A 6: inpz(A) using Mi. Part (a) of the theorem 
will be proved by satisfying each Ri* To ensure that B sl A, a function f will be 
defined in the cc;-:ia;ruction of A so that B s 1 A via J: Stage i of the construction will 
wi13 be a subset of C. 
Construction, let no = 0. 
tage i. To begin the 
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Part I (Comment: Satisfy requirement &) 
At this point in the construction, A c {y E C Ilyl< ni}. Strings assigned to A or 
in Part II of earlier stages m on nonrecursive conditions 
(this happens when the set e cannot effectively decide 
which strings are in A or A at this point. Let be all of the subsets 
of (y E C 1 Iyl< ni}. We define A and A such that 
jth extension satisfies Ri in the case that Fj = A A {y E C Ilyl< ni}. Since 
{y E C 1 lyl s ni} = 4 for some j, 0s j s S Ri will be satisfied, although we will not 
know exactly when this happens. As these xtensions are defined, we simultaneously 
define, iteratively, a series of intervals of natural numbers 4 = [ Sj, rj) for 0 G j =Z k
such that 
0 i so= ni, and 
( ) ii Sj+l=fi for OGj<k, 
These intervals partition the interval [ni, rk) as pictured in Fig. 1. For each 4 there 
will be a string Wj E A such that I Wjl E lj and such that Wj witnesses 
using Mi. Since for some j, 0s j s k, A = I$ u {y E A I Iyla ni}, it will follow that 
A &npz(A) using Mi. 
I 
0 
r 
I. 
n. = s 
1 0 
Y \ 
A 
> 
q=s2 . . . rk 
Fig. 1. 
Letting Ej = {y 1 Iyl E 4 and y is assigned to A} for 0s j s 5 we now show how to 
construct the intervals 4 and the associated sets Eja Assume that IO, &, . . . , l& and 
E09E1,***9Ej-1 have been defined for some j, 0~ j < k and let T = 
inpz(4v Eou E,u. 9 l u Ej-1). Construct 4 as follows. Search for the smallest 
string w such that 
(1) 14 3 Q-1, 
(2) w E A, and 
(3) Mi on input w does not query the oracle for T about any strin 
that w~~(F;-uEOUE,U***UE~ 
w) = 0. If no such w exists, t 
polynomial time by the following procedure. 
en (* using a finite table *) 
en output a string 
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y E comptns( 
an acceptirg state 
else halt in a nonacce 
with no output 
else in 
simulate on input x with finite oracle set TV 
if this simulation queries a string y E cmptns( 
then output he first such y and halt in an ac 
halt in a nonaccepting state with no output 
end 
Thus, such a string w exists. Let 5 = pi(l WI) + 1. If Mi accepts w using oracle 
set T, then assign w to & and otherwise, assign w to A. Assign all other strings 
x such that 1x1~ 4 to A. Note that w now witnesses QJ 
IYE AllYls nil &npZCFiu(Y~ Ally1 3 ni)) by Mi and also note that assigning w 
to A (if that is what is done) does not conflict with any “no” answers received by 
Iwi on input w for the oracle set T since no string in cmptns(M, w) was queried by 
on input w. Part I of Stage i is completed when each of the pairs 4 and Ei have 
been determined for 0 s j G k 
Part II (Comment: Ensure that Xi E Bef(Xi) E A). 
Let w be the first string such that I WI > rk and such that w E C. Assign w to A if 
and only if xi E B and define f(xi) = w. Set ni+ i= I WI + I. 
Part I of each stage satisfies Ri implying that A P$ inpG(A). To argue that B s1 A, 
we only need to argue that f is a computable function. Part I of each stage is effective 
even though Part II of earlier stages is not necessarily effective. This follows from 
the fact that finding the string l win Part II and deciding on the value of ni+l in Part 
II are effective (although deciding if w is in A or not may not be effective). Hence, 
computing f(q) = w is effective and f is computable. Also, A 6 1 B since A is 
recursive except for the strings f(Xi). Finally, if is nonrecursive, then A is 
nonrecursive and inp&!)e P since P, sFPinp$(A). CI 
ets 
In this section we will resent several results about sets that cannot be s $minimal. 
l/computability properties, 
tter understan 
pe of insight hat led to our 
Slightly weaker versions of eorems 5.1 and 5.3 immune sets as osed 
to almost-P-immune which we will consider here, o Ily appeared in Our 
proofs of these theorems will be much simpler and more direct, and also yield new 
corollaries as well. Corollary 5.6 appeared in [3], but follows here fro 
general theorem. The proofs of all theorems in this section are similar 
on the techniques of Schiining [‘3]. We do not know if th 
theorem from which all of our results would follow as corollaries. 
Theorem 5.1. If A is bi-almost-P-immune, then A is not a d+minimal set. 
Proof. Let B, and C, be disjoint sets such that 
A = B, v C,, and define B2 and C2 similarly for A. 
follows. For all n, r,(n) = ~“(1 w& + 1 where w, is the first string lexicographically 
such that w, L B, v Bz and pn( n) c 1 w,$ tt is a total recursive function. Let r2 be a 
time constructible function that majorizes the polynomials uch that for all n, 
r2( n) 3 r,(n). Note that the following is true: 
(#): VnVisn3w [wEC,UC~ and P2C~~*(lwl)<Iwl<~i(lwl)<~2(n)]. 
(w, from the definition of rI actually satisfies (#) since pi(n) s pn( n) when i s n.) 
Define the set G[r2] = {y E 2 .- 13k such that r:&(O) s Iyl c rzk+’ (0)) and the sets 
A,=G[r,]nA and A2= G[f2] A A. Since G[ r2] E P, both A, and A2 are 
SF-reducible to A. If both A, and A2 are in P, then so is since A = A, v A2. 
Thus, at least one of A, or A2 is not in P since A is almost-P-immune. Without loss 
of generality, assume that A, e P. We will now show that A $8 Al which imphes 
that A is not a ~4.minimal set. By way of contradiction, assume that A sk A, using 
machine I&. Consider the set 
E ={y(3k(pj(r;k+* (0)) c 1~1 and pi(IyI) c ~~‘““‘UV)~~ 
E E P and because r majorizes the polynomials, E is an infinite set. Further, if, on 
input string y E E, Mi queries the oracle for A, about a string x, then $‘+‘(O) < 1x1< 
Z(k+l) 
r2 (0) since Mi is pi-honest and runs in time pi. This implies that the query about 
x should be answered “no” and that this answer can be determined indeterministic 
polynomial time by just determining that y E E. Thus, 
E n C, = {y I y E E, y e B, u B2, and Mi accepts y using all “no” 
answers to oracle queries} 
EnC,={y(y~ E,ye rejects y using all “no” 
answers to oracle queries} 
y statement (#) a ove, at least one of E n Cl and I? n c2 
has to be infinite which, in turn, implies that at least one of C, or C2 is not P-immune. 
By contradiction, A P: A, and A, C: A. Cl 
me idea used in the proof just completed is that if A ap Al, then strin 
lengths are in the ‘center’ of ‘c[r,j intervals are easy to decide, (‘Center’ here 
corresponds to the set E defined in the proof of Theorem 5.1.) Similarly, if A < :! AZ, 
then strings whose lengths are in the ‘center’ crpf @[rJ intervals are easy to decide. 
In either case, at least one of Cl or C2 has to have an infinite easy subset. e proof 
does not work with the weaker ass ost-P-immune since it 
might be, for example, that ite and no contradic- 
tion follows from E n A be 
n our next theorem, Theorem 5.3, we w 
immunity to almost-P-immunity but also add the computabiity condition 
r.e. Note that Theorem 5.1 required no condition on the camp 
assuming that A is r-e. we will be able to define the set G[ rJ, so that both An G[ r2] 
and A A G[ r2] are infinite and thereby eliminate the possibility A G G[ Q]. First, 
, we say that a set C has P-gqs if there are infinitely many 
say that C has eas) r-segments if there 
such that for infinitely many n, A# correctly 
recognizer for C.) 
ary5.2. IfAisa <$ninimol set then, for all time-constrctible finctions r 
that major& the polynomials, A has easy r-segments and there exists a set C, with 
r-gaps, suck that A =; C. 
f, Following the proof of Theorem 5.1, either A =I Al or A =t A2 and, since 
both sets have r-gaps, A has easy r-segments. El 
It follows from this corollary that s i-minimal sets (if they exist) have easy 
segments hat are not bounded in size by any recursive function. 
T&O- 5.3. If A is r.e. and almost-P-immune, then A is not a Sk-minimal set. 
Assuming that r.e. set A is almost-P-immune, A = B u C where B and C are 
t, BEP,and r.e. and P-immune. Define the function rl -IN as follows. 
For all q a,(n) =p+,(l ) + 1 where w, is the first string found sue hat W, E C and 
p,&n)<lwJ. In this fin&n, ‘first string found’ assumes a fixed dove-tailing 
procedure that is searching for a string w E C with p,(n) s 1 WI. The first witness 
ay not be the smallest such w lexicographically. rl is a total recursive 
function since C is infinite and r.e. Let r2 be a time constructible function such that, 
for all n, rz(n) 2 r,(n ); define 
G[ Q] = (~9 E C* I3k such that r:‘(O) 6 1 yl G r$‘+‘(O)}, 
C and Cz = C[ rz] n C. y the definition of r,, both C, and 
since C is P-immune and C = C1 w C2. Akn, 5&r% 
C1 and C2 are s;-reducible to C srrd to 
to the proof of Theorem 5.1, it fu!lows that 
A SQ C,, A S: C2, and A is not si-minimal. 
In our last theorem we show that ii’ two disjoint r.e. sets are P-ins 
neither of the sets is s!&minimaI. From this result 
creative sets and ree:ursive s ts cannot be ~~~rninirn~l. 
. disjdnt rk e. gets ins 
nor B is a St-minimal set. 
Proof. In this proof, we let the sets L( 
Pi = L( Mi, 0). Define the function rt : 
), for ia 1, be an enumeration of P wit 
as follows: for all n, 
t,(n) = 1 +IMXi Wi h5 the first witness found to the 
condition that 3x( ps( n) s 1x1 and 
[(xcAandxE L(M,,B))or(xE BandxE: L(N,,B))])}. 
In this definition, ‘first witness found’ assumes a fixed dove-tailing procedure that 
is searching for an x with 1x12 n and x satisfying (X E A and x e L( Mi, 0)) or (X E B 
and x E L( Mi, 0)). The first witness found may not be the smallest such x 
lexicographically. 
We first claim that rl is a total function since otherwise, A and B will be 
P-separable. To see that this is the case, assume that t,(n) is undefined. If t,(n) is 
undefined, then there exist an is n such that, for all x with lx]api( n), if XE A, then 
XEL(M,,Q)) and if XE B then xgL(Mi,O). Thus, the set {y~AIiyl<p~(n))u 
{YEL(M9~)/lYl~Pi~n)~ is a set in P separating A and B. Since A and B are 
P-inseparable, it must be that rt is total and recursive. 
Two important facts now follow. 
(a) for each n and ian, {xln~Ixl<r,(n)) contains a witness to A#&. 
NSO, for all n and for all is n, the fact that Mi is pi-honest and runs in time pi 
together with the definition of rl implies that wi E L( Mi, 0)~4 wi E L( Mi, C) for any 
set C such that C n Ix: n s 1x1~ r2( n)} =a where wi was defined in the definition of 
rr above. Thus, 
(b) for all n and all is n, 
(~1 n slxl< t,( n)} contains a witness to A# L( rtri, C\ 
for any set C such that Cn{xIn<lxi<r,(n))=l!k 
NOW let r be a time-constructible function such that, for ali n, r(n) > r,(n) and 
consider the set A n G[ r]. A n G[ r] s k A since G[ r] E P. Using fact (a), A n G 
andusingfact(b),A#L(M,,AnG[r])foranyi~l,sothatAP:AnG[r] 
A is not Sk-minimal. By interchanging the roles of and Bs the same argument 
can be used to show that B is not s!-minimal. q 
. No creative set is S$-minimal. 
ThesetSO={i~t#i(0)=O}andthesetS,={i 
able and hence, P-inseparable creative sets 1’71. Since 
isomorphic [8], i follows that for any creative set 
such that A and satisfy the hypothesis of 
y definition of < t-minimal, recursive sets in P are not +-minimal. 
A not in P is P-inseparable from x and thus, by Theorem 5.4, is 
From the results of this section, we know that if an r.e. set A is S$minimal, then 
A is not recursive, not creative, not immune, and A does not contain an r.e. set 
that is P-separable from A. AR interesting open question is whether any r.e. set can 
in fact be < t-minimal. 
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